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Abstract: At present, with the further development of international relations, intercultural 
communication has become an important branch of language teaching. How to put this communication 
into practice in teaching activities? Meanwhile, with the progress of science and information 
technology, the Internet and a variety of new media apps have entered into all aspects of our life and 
learning, how can these new technologies serve our teaching and classroom, and realize the seamless 
connection between traditional class and modern technology? The purpose of this paper is to discuss 
this problem in detail and provide some feasible practical methods. 

Introduction 

The inseparable relationship between language and culture. There exists an inseparable 
relationship between language and culture. 

Language, as a sound symbol system [1] used for human communication, has six characteristics that 
distinguish human language and animal communication system. One of the characteristics is its cultural 
communication. In other words, language is spread through culture [2]. This shows that, in essence, 
language is closely related to culture. 

It is difficult for us to make a satisfactory definition of culture, but professional linguists agree that 
culture is a combination of linguistic form and sociology. No matter what you want to express, culture 
can't express itself without the help of language. This reveals that without language, the spread and 
continuation of culture can not be realized. 

Therefore, language and culture are dialectically interdependent. Linguist Zhuanglin Hu once 
pointed out that "every language is a part of its culture, and it serves and meets the needs of culture. 
Moreover, language does not passively reflect culture. We can even think that in many cases, culture is 
the first element in the relationship between language and culture. On the other hand, as the first link in 
the communication chain, language will also affect the next link, namely, consolidating and preserving 
beliefs and customs. In short, language is a component of culture, but at the same time, to a certain 
extent, language determines culture. 

In a word, people have made various investigations and researches on the relationship between 
language and culture, and come to various conclusions. It is worth emphasizing that all the 
investigators have highlighted the interdependence between language and culture. The 
interdependence between language and culture exists and continues as soon as it appears. The 
inseparable relationship between language and culture exists forever. 

Teaching Principle: A Teaching Method Combining New Media Teaching and Intercultural 
Communication Teaching 

In today's highly developed and open society, English, as an international language, is at the peak of 
development, so is English teaching. In order to keep up with the development of society and meet the 
needs of English teaching, culture teaching is a popular factor in the trend of English teaching. In the 
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book on College English teaching, Professor Runqing Liu  describes six characteristics of foreign 
language teaching research trends, one of which is cultural teaching for high-level students [4]. 

In fact, most English teachers have realized the necessity of culture teaching and published many 
related papers. Although great achievements have been made in cultural teaching research, more 
investment and efforts are still needed. This paper first analyzes the relationship between language and 
culture, and then uses examples to illustrate how cross-cultural communication is realized in College 
English teaching. Cultural teaching principle is a teaching principle put forward by professionals to 
solve cultural problems. It is also a theoretical conclusion drawn through historical analysis and 
practical analysis. Therefore, when this principle is applied to specific problems, it should be analyzed 
practically and studied reasonably. 

Classroom English teaching is an open system. It involves teachers and students as well as the 
content and methods taught. Moreover, theoretically speaking, it is the work of educational 
researchers, but classroom teaching does not fully use the principle of cross-cultural teaching [5]. 

Based on the study of language and culture, this paper puts forward the teaching principles of 
intercultural communication. Specifically, when encountering cultural elements, College English 
teaching should follow the following points:  

1) Using the convenience and intuition of new media to show the natural differences between 
Chinese and English cultures  

2) Discussing and comparing the two cultures fairly and objectively with the independent access to 
information through new media   

3) Teachers and students making new media courseware together to appreciate and absorb the 
advantages of English culture  

4) Displaying splendid history of Chinese language and culture through new media, and carrying 
out cultural innovation based on Chinese own culture 

Teaching Practice of Intercultural Communication Principles in the Context of New Media 

New media teaching refers to the proper use of modern advanced technologies such as digital 
technology, network technology and mobile technology in the process of College English teaching, 
and the provision of teaching information and teaching materials to students through the Internet, 
wireless communication network, wired network and computers, smart phones and other tools and 
channels [6]. New media teaching resources are extremely rich, but also have a variety of forms of 
expression, the most common are audio, video and self-made ppt courseware. 

At present, the process of globalization is not only reflected in the economic field, but also more and 
more obviously presented in the field of cultural communication. Higher education must comply with 
the requirements of the development of the times, that is, international cultural exchange and learning 
as the basic function of College English education. Language is the carrier and product of culture. 
When learning English, we should also understand the culture that this language breeds. Most of the 
social customs and national culture of English speaking countries are carried and transmitted by 
English language [7]. 

New media teaching can not only provide face-to-face learning opportunities for students, but also 
create convenient online learning opportunities, as well as after-class and offline learning 
opportunities. The most valuable thing is that teachers are no longer constrained by traditional books 
and textbooks. They can search teaching resources through search engines, fully integrate the 
cultivation elements of students’ cross-cultural awareness into the teaching design, and make 
personalized teaching materials such as videos, pictures, audio, etc., which can be used in the 
classroom or uploaded to a specific network teaching platform, so as to facilitate students’ learning 
anytime and anywhere. 

College English teachers should first correctly understand the importance of internationalization of 
English education. On the basis of fully understanding the cultural differences between China and the 
west, through the screening and selection of new media resources and traditional teaching resources, 
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they should guide students to correctly understand the differences between Chinese and Western 
culture in thinking mode, social norms and value system, and help them establish cross-cultural 
communication awareness [8]. New media teaching is no longer limited by the diversity of graphics 
and words. Teachers can use cross-cultural communication method to show students the cultural 
background of English speaking countries, improve students’ interest in learning, and deepen their 
understanding and cognition of different cultures [9]. 

As for the principles of cross-cultural communication, I have explained them theoretically in the 
above, so in the following, I will use specific examples to explore how to achieve cross-cultural 
communication with the help of new media. Through the teaching of the present, unit 3, Volume 1 of 
College English Course (reading and writing course), this paper demonstrates in detail the 
organization and application of intercultural communication principles in classroom teaching, which is 
divided into four steps: 

 Step 1. Use new media for cultural introduction before class. 
 I will arrange the content of the courseware to be made next week to the students in the form of 

social software announcement one week in advance, and divide the students into groups, cooperate 
with a few teammate, learn from each other’s strengths, and use the Internet technology and new 
media technology to let the students make exquisite ppt courseware around the cultural theme for the 
classroom use. During the preparation period, students can send messages to me on social software or 
communicate with me online at any time to put forward their own constructive suggestions. 

 In the present lesson, I divided the students into six groups: A, B, C, D, E and F. I introduced 
Chinese and Western culture from different aspects. Among them, the students in group A, C and E 
did this assignment as Chinese. The students in group B, D and F had to imagine themselves as British 
or American students to complete the assignment. 

The theme of group A and B is: on what occasions do you buy a present for others or receive 
presents from others? Please show us with words, pictures or videos. 

The theme of group C and D is: What presents did you receive on your birthday? And from where? 
Please show us with words, pictures or videos. 

 The theme of group E and F is: suppose today is your mother’s birthday, what will you do for your 
mother? What present will you buy or make for your mother? Please show us with words, pictures or 
videos. 

This form not only enriches the teaching activities, but also improves the students’ learning attitude 
and establishes the students’ learning initiative. Students can increase their practical ability in learning, 
use advanced Internet forms to search, summarize and sort out the information, extract the required 
information, and improve their active learning ability and information integration ability  better [10].  

Step 2. Use new media to make relevant cultural introduction in class.  
 Cultural introduction plays an important role in the organization of classroom activities. It can 

make students have a general understanding of the text to be learned. Every article has its theme and 
connotation, so the teacher’s introduction will also give students a direction. 

The following is an introduction in the teacher’s book: 
What we are going to study is a simple story. It is an account of what happens to an old woman on 

her eightieth birthday. She is very excited that day. She gets up early and puts on her best dress. She 
wishes her daughter would come to see her, though deep down she has doubts. But one thing is 
certain: she will get a present from her daughter. So she waits with eagerness. Finally the postman 
comes; the old woman, however, does not receive the parcel she has been expecting, but printed 
birthday card along with a check. She is so disappointed, so hurt, that she tears the check into small 
pieces. The story, simple as it is, shows us some aspects of the family relationship in western society 
and gives us an insight into the frustrations lonely old people suffer [11]. 

Objectively speaking, this introduction is very clear, which is a good introduction. It successfully 
transmits the main content of the text, and it touches the deep meaning of the article. However, from 
the perspective of cultural teaching, this introduction is far from enough. Therefore, I added the 
following paragraph in my lecture to  realize the principle of cross-cultural teaching better. 
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As a Chinese, I am stirred by this essay. It sets me to think of the family relationship in China, the 
virtue of ethics held by traditional Chinese people, universal human feelings, and many other related 
things. As for you, I suggest reading between the lines and discovering the implication behind the 
words. Besides, I expect that you can get something more than the very content from learning this 
passage.  

 This part of introduction I added may not be the best, but it does involve two cultures, which lays 
the foundation for further practice and expansion of cross-cultural communication. 

 In addition to the introduction, I also used new media means to make video courseware, and edited 
various scenes about birthday in speeches, advertisements, films and TV plays at home and abroad, 
including ancient, modern, Chinese and western ones. 

Step 3. group discussion  
Students modify and improve their new media materials to highlight the cultural differences 

between China and the west.  The discussion question is: Why did the old lady feel so hurt when she 
got the check from her daughter? Then more questions for students: 

1. Is there any difference between the opinions on family relationship held by the Westerners and 
Chinese?  

2. What do you think of the changes in the view about family relationship in China? Discussion is 
supposed to be carried out based on this very text.  

3. Suppose you are the daughter of this old lady, how are you going to celebrate her eightieth 
birthday? 

  This practical activity solves the problem of how to realize cross-cultural communication in the 
teaching process. In the process of teaching, teachers should create a scene where two cultures meet, 
let students as the main body, make a cross-cultural comparison, stimulate students’ desire for foreign 
culture, and encourage students to learn more about their own culture. In this way, students not only 
gain cross-cultural knowledge but also creatively enrich their own culture. 

In the course of teaching, we should cultivate students’ cross-cultural awareness and let them 
understand the characteristics of other countries’ culture on the basis of understanding local culture. 
Only in this way can we ensure that students can find a balance between the local culture and other 
cultures in the process of English learning, and can we better understand different cultures and 
establish a correct cultural outlook. 

Step 4. Use the new media to relearn after class. 
The requirements for College English teaching issued by the Ministry of education clearly points 

out the direction of the reform and development of English teaching, that is, individuality, unlimited 
system and initiative learning. And these practice activities fully respond to this guiding principle. The 
above activities enable students to establish a strong cultural awareness. Teachers can also collect 
materials of extracurricular practical activities through the network, and then strengthen interactive 
learning with students through various new media platforms, such as the correction network. Then 
organize practical activities, students can experience the cultural differences and cultural activities 
directly, and get the cultivation of cross-cultural awareness. At the same time, I also make these 
practical activities into video, audio, pictures and text materials, and upload them to the new media 
broadcast platforms such as the rating network, QQ group, Wechat group, etc., so as to add more 
fresh learning materials for teaching [12]. 

Summary 

This paper discusses the practice of intercultural communication principles in College English 
Teaching in the context of new media, including the advantage utilization of Internet and various social 
software and apps, teaching principles and organization of teaching activities [13]. Teaching is a bridge 
between theory and practice. In theory and practice, we should treat teaching from the perspective of 
development, guide practice with theory, and verify theory with dynamic practice activities. Frankly 
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speaking, the above practical research is not enough. We should enrich College English classroom in 
the context of new media with more diversified practical activities. 
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